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Soviet Gromyko makes
pitch to West Germany
BONN, West Germany (AP) - Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko made a new pitch to West
Germany's growing anti-nuclear
movement yesterday with an offer to
dismantle some of the Soviet mediumrange missiles aimed at Western Europe if the Western allies cancel plans
to deploy new U.S. rockets.
It was the second innovation in
Soviet arms proposals advanced by
the veteran Soviet foreign minister in
a four-day visit to West Germany.
Speaking Monday night at a dinner in
his honor, he said his government is
prepared to negotiate an agreement
for a mutual reduction of tactical
missiles with a range of less than 600
miles. It was the first such public
offer by a Soviet spokesman.
Although he once again said the
Soviets would not reduce their medium-range missiles targeted on
Western Europe below the number in
the French and British arsenals, reputed to be 162, Gromyko said at a
news conference:
"We have said in the negotiations,
some of the missiles could be destroyed, others could be transported
to other parts of the Soviet Union
where they could no longer reach the
countries of Western Europe."
.
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Todd Bruce, a freshman computer science major and Rick Vanhorn. a sophomore visual communications
technology major, lace up their skates as they brave yesterdays cold temperatures to play hockey on Peregrine
pond.

Graduate student sues
University over grade
by Mary Jo McVay
staff reporter

No trial date has been set for a
suit filed by a graduate student in
psychology against three University officials.
the suit, filed in Wood County
Common Pleas Court Dec. 20, requests the appeal of a grade received by Kathleen Friedland,
according to court records.
Those named in the suit are Dr.
Paul Olscamp, University president, Dr. Garrett Heberlein, dean
of the Graduate College and Dr.
Donald DeRosa, chairman of the
Psychology Department.
Friedland said a grade of 'unsatisfactory' received for psychology
609, clinical practice, was unfounded, according to court records.
Karen Aldred, president of Graduate Student Senate, said Fried-

land followed all normal appeal
procedures at the University level.
Friedland is appealing under
Section 2506.01 of the Ohio Revised
Code which grants an appeal for
every final order, adjudication, or
decision of any "division of any
political subdivision of the state,
the court record said. The University falls in this category.
HEBERLEIN AND DeRosa declined comment in anticipation of
the University's official statement.
"I guess the University's comment would be 'no comment,' "
Clifton Boutelle, director of the
Office of Public Relations, said.
Friedland is no longer in Ohio,
according to her attorney, Doris
Wohl from Toledo. Wohl declined
further comment because she said
she had no permission from her
client to release information.

IT WAS believed to be the first time
a Soviet leader said publicly that the
Kremlin was willing to dismantle
some of its middle-range nuclear
weapons. Last week, however, separate groups of U.S. congressmen and
West German officials said they had
been told in visits to Moscow of the
Soviets' willingness to scrap some
missiles.
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Utility costs up
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Combined utility costs paid by Ohioans
went up three times as much as the
inflation rate in the past six years,
state Consumers' Counsel William
Spratley said yesterday.
And Spratley said the rates could go
up another 2 percent to 12 percent this
year.
Releasing a utility rate survey,
Spratley said natural gas "is in the
position of pricing itself out of the
market."
"I would like to see the states be
more aggressive. We need to coordinate our efforts so as to represent
Ohio most effectively."
The 50-page survey concluded that
utility rates have increased between
154.6 percent and 201.6 percent since
1976, during which time the Consumer
Price Index has risen 68.7 percent.
SPRATLEY SAID, "there's very
little good news," anywhere in the

"obtained from donor centers that
draw from population groups in which
there is significant AIDS incidence."
"A great deal could be achieved by
excluding donors from the 'hot spots,'
" the foundation's Medical and Scientific Advisory Council reported following a study that began in October.
Two recent medical studies linked a
common treatment for hemophilia, a
freeze-dried blood protein called Factor VIII, with an imbalance in the
immune system similar to AIDS.
Eight cases of AIDS have been con-

firmed among hemophiliacs, and five
of the victims have died.

The executive director of the National Gay Task Force said such a
policy needlessly stigmatizes homoTHE IMMUNE deficiency syn- sexuals without eliminating them as
drome weakens the body's ability to blood donors.
X certain diseases, such as some
cancers and pneumonia.
Several blood groups, including the
Alan Brownstein, executive direc- American Red Cross, the American
tor of the foundation, said the council Association of Blood Banks and the
recommended the donor ban after a Council of Community Blood Centers,
blood-product manufacturer found it announced Friday their blood banks
was able to detect and reject homo- would neither ask donors if they were
sexual donors by asking them about homosexual nor exclude them because of it.
their sexual activity.

HE ALSO reiterated the Soviet rejection of the U.S. "zero option" offer
to cancel the missile deployment if
the Soviets get rid of their 245 SS-20
missiles targeted on Western Europe.
He contended that NATO has 50 percent more nuclear warheads than the
Soviet Union, and "this zero option
would mean zero for the Soviet Union
alone, and on the side of the United
States, the superiority would be
greater still than today's status."
Asked if his government favors a
summit meeting between Andropov
and President Reagan, he said the
Soviets would "welcome such a meeting but we are told that preparations
have to be made... and thus far we
cannot see from the remarks of the
American administration a real willingness to make these preparations
and have a meeting."
Gromyko's visit, which began Sunday, comes at a time of fierce national
debate over whether the country
should accept the American missiles
on its territory if there is no progress
in the U.S.-Soviet negotiations in Ge-

Nose job for patient

report. "The people who made the
decisions that led to this should be
accountable, and that's at the federal
as well as the state level."
Hie survey stated that "a review of
pending rate increase requests at the
(Public Utilities Commission) by
Ohio's major utilities of $937.6 million
shows that if 100 percent of the companies' requests were granted, average-use customers in the eight major
cities will see their bills increase in
1963 between 2.4 percent (in Columbus) and 11.6 percent (in Cleveland)."
"Columbia Gas, a year and a half
ago, said bills would go up about 20
percent under decontrol," Spratley
added. "They haven't gone up 20
percent. It's more like twice thai."
Spratley said consumers in Toledo
pay the highest rates for combined
utility services of the eight major
Ohio cities surveyed. Columbus
ranked second and Dayton third, he
said.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - Artificial
heart recipient Barney Clark went
back into surgery late yesterday to
seal two arteries in his left nasal
passage that have been bleeding for
10 days, officials said.
Clark, 61, a retired Seattle area
dentist, was wheeled back into surgery around 4 p.m. and doctors expected him to be in the operating
room for several hours, John Dwan, a
spokesman for the University of Utah
Medical Center, said.
Doctors had sealed Clark's nasal

passages last Friday with a balloonlike catheter and packed them to try
to stop the bleeding. They tried yesterday to remove the packing, but
bleeding contim-cd in Clark's left passage, Dwan said.
"The left sloe continues to bleed
seriously, so Dr. (William) DeVries
made the decision to return to surgery," Dwan said.
"All surgery is serious, but Dr.
DeVries said this is the least risky of
any operations Dr. Clark has had so
far," Dwan said.

NEWS IN BRIEF
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Video games come to nursing home

NHE calls for ban of gay donors
NEW YORK (AP) - The National
Hemophilia Foundation, noting that
many victims of the mysterious Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
are homosexual men, has called for
"serious efforts" to bar gay men as
blood donors.
The foundation also recommended
an end to blood collecting in areas
where homosexuals live.
In a statement released Monday,
the foundation recommended that
manufacturers of blood products used
by hemophiliacs stop using plasma

Otherwise Gromyko, in his news
conference and his speech the night
before, broke no new ground.
He urged acceptance of Communist
Party chief Yuri Andropov's offer
Dec. 22 to reduce Soviet mediumrange missiles in its European territory to the same number as those of
Britain and France if the North Atlantic Treaty Organization canceled its
plans to begin deploying 572 new U.S.
Pershing 2 and cruise missiles in
Western Europe this fall.

CARROLLTON, Ga. (AP) - A video game is being used by nursing home
administrators to exercise minds and pack in younger visitors.
"What you dont use, you lose," Shirley Green, administrator of Pine
Knoll Nursing Home in this west Georgia city, said. "It's excellent mind
exercise."
The table model Pac Man game was donated to the nursing home at
Christmas by Jim Lawhon, the 72-year-old owner of two video game
businesses in Carrollton.

Weather
Mostly sunny today with a high of 15-20. Gear and cold tonight. Low of 5-10.

Inside
-Gymnasts beat Kent State. See page 5.
-U. S. personal income keeps just ahead of inflation. See page 3.

Speaker's philosophy 'Afro-centric'
by June Remley
staff reporter

Dr. Molefi Kete Asante asked the
group to name toe three largest
cities in the world. Responses
came quickly. He asked for the
three holiest cities and three outstanding novelists. Again responses rang out. He asked for the
three largest African cities and
three outstanding African novelists. This time, responses came
slowly, interspersed with murmurs.
"Now it shows. American education, right? Western education,"
Asante said.
Tuesday night, Asante, a professor at the State University of New
York, lectured on the nature of and
gaps in American education.
"It's necessary to take two sets
of notes, particularly if you're
black," Asante said, adding that
American education presents a
narrow view of information.
Asante recalled writing notes in the

margins in college, such comments
as "mat's radar or "that can't be
true"
"I didn't tell the teacher that. I
was afraid I'd get a 'D' when I had
an 'A'," Asante said. "If you don't
B notes in the margins, you're
; gone, invisible, u you don't
know anything about yourself. . .bow can you be on an equal
footing with anybody?"
Europe tried to usurp Africa's
place in history by discrediting
Africa, Asanti said.
"Because of the nature of the
slave tradition, it was essential for
Christian Europe to erase everything that was African."
African Americana have lost all
notion of their mythology, accordingr to Asante.
'We think our myth is somehow
all wrapped up in George Washington and the cherry tree. The man
was a slaveowner," Asante said,
adding that heroes are matters of
opinion. "The greatest American

hero was Harriet Tubman for me,
because I'm Afro-centric," Asante
said.
Asante's many books and articles deal with Afro-centricism,
which presents a view of the world
from an African perspective.
Asante said Minority Student Activities invited him to join in the
commemoration of Martin Luther
King Day.
"Martin Luther King was, of
course, the roost significant moral
voice in the 20th century," Asante
said, adding that certain areas in
King's life and vision were insufficiently developed.
"I mink he had little understanding on the relationship of Africa to
the rest of the world. The South
African problem escaped him."
Asante said.
King's emphasis on Christian
ideals "lost" some people, including Asante. "But King was ingenious in using it as his vehicle."
However, Christian ideology was
the wrong instrument for King's

purposes, Asante said.
"I don't think the American population is basically religious,"
Asante explained, characterizing
Americans as "basically secular,
materialistic, competitive.. .the
strong beating the weak...
"Saying all this, indeed, one has
to come Back and say 'He (King)
was a great person.' That goes
without repeating," Asante said.
"We all have areas of blindness. I
think those were some that he
had."
Asanti compared King's strength
through religion with Malcolm X's
power as a leader. Malcolm X's
strength lay in his secularism.
"He recognized the fragmentation of the black community,"
Asanti said.
Asante described Afro-centricism as a ^"""hrinc method in
American education, as opposed to
Euro-centricism, which sees the
world from the European perspective.

Dr. Molefi Kete Asante

BG Mews Photo/Jerry Cattaneo
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GTE should adapt billing
practices to student usage
Christmas break provides students with a chance to
relax, spend time with parents and friends, and,
thanks to the General Telephone Company of Ohio, an
opportunity to have their phones disconnected.
According to the customer service manager in Bowling Green, the GTE computer has not been programmed to differentiate between students living offcampus and regular Bowling Green residents, and
therefore, sends the bills and expects a reply (and
payment) within 10 days. If payment is not received, the
computer next sends out a warning with an additional
week to make the payment. If the payment still isn't
received by GTE, the phone can be disconnected.
But this does not apply to students living on campus.
Since they are recognized as students, no punishment is
made if their December payment is not made until midJanuary. Is it really fair for GTE to discriminate
between students who live on campus and those who
have decided to move off?
GTE suggests that if students want to avoid the
surprise of returning to a phoneless apartment, they
should call the phone company ahead of time and ask
for their bill in advance of their vacation. An OK idea in
itself, but the probability of all off-campus phone users
actually doing that is rather slim.
We suggest that since the off-campus student telephone users represent a significant portion (approximately 10 percent) of GTE's Bowling Green market, as
well as the primary long distance market, the company
try to recognize them as students, and treat them
accordingly.
Since GTE asks for the occupation of a customer when
the phone is initially installed, there is no reason why
the occupation of "student" cannot be programmed into
the computer. The bills for students could then be sent
out before or after the University break. This would not
only save GTE much frustration but would also save an
unfortunate off-campus student an extra $10.50 charge
for telephone reconnection, and the possible loss of a
good credit rating.

Locking people up
doesn't stop crime
COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills
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of our prison system only when it
breaks down or blows up in scandal,
riot or rebellion.
After the deaths at Attica, much
talk and a little action were directed
at reform. Reform, in this context,
usually means getting the system to
work more efficiently, which means
making the system extend itself,
which means returning by a new
route to conditions for extensive
breakdown or blowup.
The reform efforts in New York
were mainly undone by sheer weight
of number. A year after the Attica
riot, there were over 12,000 prisoners
In New York's system. At present
there are over 24,000. No building
ram could keep up with this douof the prison population. The
iltant overcrowding has turned
the Ossining Correctional Facility
(the old Sing Sing) back into a permanent prison rather than a holding
house and distributing center for New
York State's 36 other prisons. How
can one distribute men to other points
when they are already overcrowded?
A human sludge has clogged the pipes
through which a prison population
was meant to flow at Ossining.
Overcrowding has many effects. It
makes security more difficult to
maintain, which means privileges are
cut back. People crammed together
are harder to control, which sets up a
spiral of increased severity responding to increased peril. More pressure

leads the authorities to clamp a lid on
tighter - which just creates more
pressure.
The prison system is a social cancer
that breeds crime instead of curing it.
The more prisoners we have, the
more we will be getting. A whole
culture of social outcasts is created,
one that connects easily with the
ghettos and drug undergrounds.
Members of this subculture circulate
throughout the system, breeding new
crimes there, inhibiting wider socialization, becoming adapted to their
environment until they cannot live
outside it.
Even the members of this subculture who are out of prison live in a
prison mentality, one that makes
them more dangerous, not less. Prisons do not deter crime; they breed it.
They are its nurseries and forcing
homes. Crime is a hot-house plant
that flourishes best in this, its natural
habitat.
The more people we shove into
these dark holes, the more we avert
our eyes, the more the corruption
spreads, including guards and custodians in the mentality of those
trapped together, rending each other
and storing up rage to be expended
outside.
The system will bloat and bloat,
until we face up to its entire failure.
Let us have no silly talk of rehabilitation at such places. They do not restore human dignity but destroy it.
Admittedly, some violent people must
be sequestered from society. It is our
task to keep that number to a minimum, and to keep other non-violent
criminals out of contaminating contact with such hopeless cases. For the
other criminals, other puishments
must be found. Cramming prisons
with thousands of people is just a way
of punishing ourselves.
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James Watt runs a close race with
Jeane Kirkpatrick for the title of the
most ideological member of Ronald
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It is just a dozen years since the
Con riot at Attica, so badly misdied by Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
We force ourselves to look at the curse

Watt destroys Reagan's old sets

Tom Hitok
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COMMENTARY
By Gary Wills
tration. Watt's contemptuous attitude
toward the heritage of the American
landscape is especially surprising
among so-called conservatives.
Granted, captalism by its very logic
gobbles up natural resources. It eats
the landscape. But Reagan is a product of that quintessentially American
art form, the movie western. The real
star of his film "The Last Outpost''
was the Arizona desert. And, by the
weirdest of twists, the president who
has appointed an enemy of our scenic
heritage starred in "Cattle Queen of
Montana," which gave credit to the
Park Service for the use of gorgeous
scenery from Glacier National Park.
The right wing has glorified the
spirit of the frontier, a thing symbolized in Senator Goldwater's stunning
photographs of the Western landscape. This is one of the few areas in
which modern libertarians might appeal to Thomas Jefferson with some
legitimacy. Jefferson was, in a way,
the father of the American conservation movement. He was so impressed
by Virginia's big arch of stone called
the Natural Bridge that he bought the
land it stood on to preserve it from
desecration.
In his " Notes on the State of Virginia," Jefferson devotes a long and
loving passage to the Natural Bridge.
First he gives its scientific measurement in great detail, as if to tame
the wild thing, submitting it to the
mind's ability to compare, describe
and absorb.
But immediately after, he admits

that such beauty does not submit to
mere number: ''It is impossible for
the emotions, arising from the sublime, to be felt beyond what they are
here; so beautiful an arch, so elevated, so light and springing, as it
were, up to heaven, the rapture of the
spectator is really indescribable."
When Chastellux, Jeffesrson's
friend from the French Academy,
visited the Natural Bridge at Jefferson's insistence, he compared it to a
Gothic cathedral. But Jefferson, the
architect, did not pursue that line of
thought. His Natural Bridge escapes
human comparison. It is wild and
itself.
Americans' relation to their land
has always had an element of awe
mixed in with the desire to exploit our
continent's vast resources. We have
wanted nature to be out there, in some
r-JffHfefWB

measure always beyond us. We see it
as, ultimately, only partly to be compassed by us. It must beckon but
elude. It hovers on the horizon, like
those hauting shapes John Ford discovered in Monument Valley, the
giant broken columns before which
our little human drama is played out.
The Natural Bridge is thus a twiceblessed place, once in its own grandeur and again in the feelings It
elicited from Jefferson and others.
Inert things are hallowed by the love
men have expended on them - which
means, among other things, that they
must perdure for later generations to
remember and acknowledge that accumulation of the ages' respect.
The promise of our land has always
been that we can work it without quite
subduing it. The land's untamability

became a pledge of the people's - two
toughnesses giving warrant to each
other. We wanted to conquer the frontier, but we did not want to run out of
it, either. We wanted to be possessed
as well as to possess - as attitude
literally miles from Mr. Watt's idiot
rapaciousness. America's sheer physical size and beauty were meant always to tower over our struggle,
delivering its verdict. Jefferson would
have understood. In his work, one
does not judge the Natural Bridge. It
judges us.
This mystical nexus between Americans ana their continent is the thing
Watt shows no awareness of. He
should be shut up in a screening room
with old Reagan westerns until he
learns some respect for the heritage
that has been so carelessly entrusted
to him.
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Consider the alternatives to abortion
Recently I read an article written
by Melody Green entitled, "Children,
Things We Throw Away?'' I feel there
are many points in the article that

COMMENTARY
By Bob Dahlhofer
need to be shared. All quotes within
this column are from the article and
are used by permission.
Green opens the article with the
following statistics: "Non-therapeutic abortion has become the second most common surgical procedure
after circumcision. Non-therapeutic
means that the abortion is not performed to insure the life or health of
the woman, but rather because of her
desire for convenience, absence of
distress, and her so-called happiness.
"Doctors perform 1.2 million abortions per year in the United States
alone... that's one for every 2.8 live
births. Abortion has become so frequent, that population experts say
that it has become, in effect, a new
form of birth control. But abortion
should not be confused with birth
control, which prevents a new life
from beginning - abortion destroys a
new life once it has already begun. Of
the women having them. 75 percent

LETTERS
Fayrewether will

play Union frlday

are unmarried, 32 percent are teenagers, and 20 percent are repeat customers." These statistics are
alarming; I feel anyone who reads
them should be concerned also.
A myth about abortion is that it is
safe and easy. This is not true. Again
from the article: "... abortion is a
major surgical procedure which can
result in serious complications - it is
not as 'safe' as fUwe are led to believe.
Statistics show .at after a legal abortion, a woman faces increased possibilities of future miscarriages, tubal
iiregnancies, premature births, sternly, and severe and long-lasting emotional disturbances."
These are possible consequences
that can affect the woman carrying
the child. But what about the child? Of
the five most commonly used methods of abortion, one literally cuts
apart the baby, while another uses
suction, which rips the baby into
pieces as it is taken out of the birth
canal. A third method injects a strong
saline solution into the fluid surrounding the baby; the baby swallows the
solution and is burned alive, his outer
layer of skin burned completely off. It
takes the baby over one hour to die
and sometimes he is born alive and
left unattended to die. Caesarian section, a fourth method of abortion, is
used mainly in the last three months
of pregnancy. The baby is simply
removed from the womb and left

unattended to die. A fifth method uses
the injection of certain chemicals into
the uterus. The chemicals cause the
uterus to contract intensely, leading
to early expulsion of the baby; often
these contractions lead to decapitation of the baby. I realize most people
would rather not know what happens
to the baby, but in due consideration,
isn't it the baby's life we are dealing
with as well as the mother's?
Many people say the baby's life is
not a consideration in abortion since
the baby has not yet been born. Let's
see what science has to say. "It has
been medically proven that the baby's
heart starts beating from 14-28 days
after conception (usually before the
mother even knows she's pregnant),
and by the 30th day almost every
organ has started to form! He moves
his arms and legs by six weeks and by
43 days his brain waves can be read.
By eight weeks, the baby has his very
own fingerprints, he can urinate,
make a strong fist and he can feel
pain. Science tells us that when the
sperm and ovum unite, they become a
complete genetic package proSammed for development into a mare adult. Nothing will be added
except time and nutriUon. Each stage
of development from fertilization to
old age is merely a maturing of what
is entirely there from the start."
Another myth is that of the 'unwanted' child. An excuse frequently

used by pro-abortion groups is that it
would be unfair to bring another unwanted child into the world. In reality, there is no such thing as an
unwanted child. Again from Green:
"Once a baby is born it will never be
unwanted because of the extreme
shortage of newborn babies available
for adoption. It is obviously not the
child's happiness and well-being that
is of utmost concern here... but that
of the parents."
—
•
So what's the alternative- la-abortion? Be a giver! "There are many
families who have been waiting and
desperately praying for years for the
chance to adopt a child. Your child
may be the answer to their prayers! if
you do not feel you can raise your
child yourself, then you have the
chance to give the greatest possible
gift of all - the gift of life! In fact, you
can give it twice... once to your baby
and then if you decide, again to a
hopeful family somewhere... you
can be a life-giver, or you can commit
a crime that will remain on your
conscience for the rest of your life.
ABORTION IS MURDER - and no
matter what anyone tells you, you will
not 'just forget about it.' Everyone
you know may be telling you you d be
a fool to have the baby - but they don't
have to live with the guilt and pain of
murder... you do."
I think these points from Green's
article demand serious consideration.
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one powerful set after another. Guitarist Goeff Moore, a product of the
Berklee School of Music in Boston, not
only writes great material, but plays
some of the hottest, progressive, guitar licks around. Bass player Gary
Simmons hits bass pedal notes you
can feel down to your bones.
Although Fayrewether is rooted
mainly in Genesis, along with other
Influences, including Jethro Tull, The

Given the state of the music industry today, it seems that the only type
of music that gets promoted by the
record companies and the media is
what has sold in the past. As far as the
club scene goes, many bands have to HOTEL AMERICA
comply with what club owners want to
hear, namely popular cover tunes, or I* STAYING It-Tm/ NO, I
they don't get gigs.
USIONG.SIR? /HEAP TO
Bands that succeed in spite of these
DETROIT
musical restrictions must be unique.
TOMORROW..
Fayrewether is such a band. Fayrewether has gone from being a local
Cleveland band to a major draw in
many other club circuits, including
Chicago, Buffalo, and other midwest
cities.
Fayrewether's rising popularity
can be attributed to the amazing
theatrics of frontman Paul Fayrewether combined with extremely talented musicians. The music itself is
rooted mainly in Genesis. During the
course of a show, Paul Fayrewether
will go through as many costumes as OH. I KNOW WHAT TOnW^
Peter Gabriel did in the early Genesis THINKING... THAT SELL- /
days. Genesis covers that FayreKG HANR5UNS 15
/
wether performs include "Watcher of venmHVtxm... J
the Skies" (complete with batwings
and cape), "The Lamb Lies Down On
Broadway" (Paul Fayrewether becomes Rael), "Supper's Ready,"
"Robbery, Assault and Battery," and
many others.
Musically, Fayrewether, without
exaggeration, is one of the tightest,
progressive bands today. Jeff Hutton
is an absolute wizard on keyboards.
Vinnle Broncaccio is as solid as drummers get, driving the band through I

i
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i
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Tubes, and Alex Harvey, the band is
; toward a more progressive,
1 sound that is uniquely Fayrewetner. Their latest single ("Everything's OK" b/w "Poltergeist") will
be available by the end of the month.
Incidentally, the costume for "Poltergeist" should be ready for Friday's
performance In the Grand Ballroom.
This costume should be one of Fayrewether's most bizzare yet.

Future plans for the band include
an MTV video for their latest single
and the cutting of an album. Fayrewether should succeed because they
are fresh and unique. If you haven t
seen this band yet, it would be a
mistake to miss Friday's performance.
Ql»nn Bruzlcwsk
25S Crlm

by John Airtbrosavage
GOOPOLP
PKTY, SIMMERING,
BEPK&EP0E1KXT...

...BUT W1WWS SOCIETY
EVERY MAN, WOMAN AMP
CHRP SHOULD OWN A
GUN/

JUST THINK... WHAT WOU.P
KM, AN IHARMEP CITIZEN,
POIFISUPPENLY5HOVEP
A .557 MAGNUM IN XXJR
FACE?
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Engineers hypothesize cause of bridge collapse
ANTWERP. Ohio (AP) - Engineers
trying to figure out why a bridge
collapsed, causing car crashes that
killed five people and injured four
others, say a sheared pipe and layers
of asphalt may have contributed to
the collapse.
The bridge on Paul ding County road
ISO about three miles east of Antwerp
collapsed Sunday night. People riding
in four cars on the dark, rural road
drove into the 20-foot deep crevice
before realizing the two-lane highway
was gone, police said. The cars

slammed into the rock walls of the
collapsed span.
The four injured remain hospitalized in Paulding or nearby Fort
Wayne, Ind.
State and local engineers are probing the cause of the accident. The
Paulding County prosecuting attorney has instructed them not to discuss
their findings.
However, a consulting engineer and
bridge experts said yesterday that
(iroblems may have been developing
or years in the decade-old arch

bridge over a dry culvert called Zuber
Cutoff by .ocal residents.
Two engineers hired by the Fort
Wayne (Ind.) News-Sentinel said the
thick asphalt buildup over the collapsed roadway appears to have been
added over time, suggesting a continuing earth-settling problem.
Robert Turnbell and Mark Strong of
Turnbell Engineering Co. of Fort
Wayne were hired by the newspaper
to evaluate possible causes of the
collapse.
"IT IS OUR opinion ... from an

objective analysis based on no more
facts than what we could see on the
ground ... that the failure occurred
immediately under the roadway, with
disfiguration and distortion of the
steel arch that produced from that
failure," Turnbell told the newspaper.
"It looked as though the top part
crushed into the culvert."
Asphalt on the bridge was up to 25
inches thick, but on the road as little
as 18 feet away it was only four inches
thick, he said.
Turnbell said the additional weight

on the bridge probably did not cause
the collapse, but was a "symptom" of
the problem. Additional asphalt was
added to even the level of the bridge to
the road as settling took place on the
span.
The bridge, Turnbell said, is a multiplate, 30-foot-wide arch made of
corrugated steel panels bolted together.
An engineer whose firm last examined the bridge in February 1982 and
found only "minor flaws" in the structure said Tuesday that one section of

the corrugated pipe sheared just
above the oottom of the pipe on the
east side.
Henry Hollinger of Kohli and Kaliher Associates Ltd. said it appeared
the upper section of the sheared-off
area pushed inward, causing the entire structure to fall.
Paulding County Commissioner David Webb has become the only official
who will talk to the media about the
collapse. County officials said Webb
instructed them he would be the
spokesman about the accident.

Personal income registers moderate gain AT A GLANCE
WASHINGTON (AP) -In a year of
recession and layoffs, personal income rose just 6.4 percent in 1982, the
smallest gain in nearly two decades
but still enough to keep slightly ahead
of inflation, government figures
showed yesterday.
Discounting for the rise in prices
and nudges into higher tax brackets,
take-home incomes increased 1.1 percent, less than half the 2.5 percent
gain of 1981 but still better than the 0.2
percent of recession-weakened 1980,
according to the Commerce Department report.
A separate report, also released
yesterday by Commerce officials,
snowed how badly the housing industry had done last year, mostly because of high interest rates. It said
builders began work on just 1.061
million new housing units, the least

for any year since 1946.
December's housing starts were
also down 13 percent from November's, it said.
But starts for those two months
were at annual rates of about 1.4
million and 1.2 million units -much
higher than the total for all of 1982.
And industry officials say lower interest rates should allow the recent revival to continue through this year.

analysts say both income and spending should continue rising moderately, helping push recovery from the
long recession but hardly stimulating
a robust rebound.
For all of 1982, the report said,
personal income rose to a total of $2.57
trillion. The 6.4 percent gain, only a
little more than half the 11.8 percent
of 1981, was the smallest since the 5.1
percent of 1963.

PERSONAL INCOME rose 0.6 percent in December, pushed upward by
government payments to grain farmers, the income report said. Meanwhile, personal consumption
spending rose 0.3 percent over November, a small gain but one that had
been expected in light of earlier reports of slow retail sales.
Government officials and private

THE SMALL size of the new increase "certainly reflects the recession and the drop in employment that
the economy suffered m 1982," said
Robert Ortner, Commerce's chief
economist.
"But even that is not a disastrous
number because of the lower inflation," Ortner said.
Layoffs throughout the year

special offer

$5

HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon
Explrei 1/26/83

NEXUS

i
I

ACGFA INFORMATION SESSIONS

Carousel
Beauty Shop

3KEDKEN

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

fy:-:-:-:-:->:

brought the national unemployment
rate to 10.8 percent in December, the
highest level in 42 years. But wages
lost to layoffs were at least slightly
balanced by a big increase in government payments for unemployment
compensation.
In addition such benefits, wages
and salaries, the total income figure
includes money received from
sources such as interest payments on
savings accounts and Social Security
checks.
Private analyst Donald Straszheim,
vice president of Wharton Econometric Associates, said that not only did
companies fight the recession by laying off workers - and thus cutting off
their wages - but wage agreements
for employees who did keep their jobs
generally included smaller raises
than in past years.
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Patients shop during wait
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. (AP) Patients at a suburban Kansas City
health care facility don't have to flip
through old magazines on uncomfortable couches while waiting to see a
physician.
They can be "beeped" on a pager just like a doctor on the golf course.
"Go shopping and we'll call you

when the doctor is ready. We'll even
babysit your children," read the ads
for the service.
The pager is the brainstorm of Fred
Lee, vice president of community
relations at Shawnee Mission Medical
Center, which operates the health
care faculty.

Soviet spy satellite falling
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nuclear
reactor from a Soviet spy satellite is
plummeting toward Earth at an increasing rate, the Defense Department reported yesterday.
A

Pentagon officials said the 1,000pound reactor portion of the satellite
was in an orbit that dipped to within
122 miles of Earth's surface at 11:17
a.m. EST Tuesday.
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FREE Pizzo

Organizations which are funded or which seek to be funded by the general fee are
invited to participate in ACGFA information sessions. The purpose of these sessions
is to inform members of ACGFA about an organization's purpose, programs, goals
and objectives. These sessions are separate from budget hearings.
Organizations wishing to participate should submit a written statement of the
organization's purpose, programs, goals and objectives to the Dean of Students
Office, 305 Student Services Building by Wednesday, February 18. Information
sessions will be held on Saturday, February 26 and Sunday, February 27.
Organizations will be assigned a time to appear before ACGFA when the statements
are submitted.

•m

Buy any 1a'g» pnio and g«t on*
mtdium pizza with tha lomi number
of it.mi — FREE
Buy any medium pizza and gal ona
small pizza with tha lomi numbar
of ilami — FREE
PICK UP OR DINE IN

I

r-Pisopelb's
I

IZZO 203 N. Main

PHONE 352-5166
"OPEN 4 PM"
Expires 1/31/83
One Coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY On This Special

I
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NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 1983

EAST MERRY APARTMENTS
516 E. MERRY AVE.

2 bdrm apts with 2 baths
dishwasher & garbage disposal
Furnished 9 1/2 mo. $ 475/mo. & electric
Payable by Semester

RIDGE STREET APARTMENTS
519 RIDGE ST.

2 bdrm furnished
garbage disposals
utilities included

2 man rate $ 375 mo.
3 man rate $ 435 mo
4 man rate $ 500 mo.

9 1/2 mo.
Payable by Semester

Weekender

HOUSING
GUIDE

EIGHTH

STREET

APARTMENTS

803 - 815 EIGHTH STREET
2 bdrm furnished and unfurnished a^f.
Furnished
Unfurnished

FRAZEE

$ 250 plus gas & elec.
S 225 plus gas & elec.

9 1/2 mo.

AVENUE

APARTMENTS

624,670,656 FRAZEE AVE.
2 Bdrm.
2 Baihs
9 1/2 mo.

Furnished

$ 425.00 plus elec.

Friday, January 21
Housing Questions?

FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS

Find answers in this
informative special issue
Advertising Deadline: Today, 4 p.m.
106 University Hall
372-2601

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS

560.542 FRAZEE AVE.
2 bdrm furnished

Furnished

2 baths

9 1/2 mo.

S 450.00 plus elec.

215 E. POE RD.

1 bdrm Single bath
Furnished 1 person rate
Efficiency furnished

9 V1 m

°-

* '«* "> * 2°°
$150 to $165

Unfurnished units also available.

MAURER-GREEN
RENTALS
Greenbriar Inc.

352-0717

Hrs. Mon-Fri - 8:30 a.m. -

224 E. Wooster St,

5:00 p.m.

Saturday

9:00a.m. - 1:00 P-m.

I

I
I
I
I
I
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Men tankers win two; Koester makes nationals
by Steven BBS
Scoria Reporter

The Bowling Green
men's swim team made
the best of a tough weekend situation as they swam
against three different

feat Wayne State, 71-42,
but lost to 1962 division II
champions from Oakland
University (Mich.), 72-41.
The men raised their
Mid-American Conference
record to 2-0 and are 3-3
overall.
Senior diver Phil Koester added a little more
spark to the weekend by
qualifying for the NCAA
zone competition acainst
W.M.U. Koester's score of
324 in the three-meter com-

teams within twenty-four
hours and came up with
two victories.
Last Friday the men defeated Western Michigan
in Kalamazoo, 66-45. The
tankers then returned
home on Saturday to de-

Meadowview Court
Apartments

"I STILL have a lot of
work to do. My goals are to
win both boards (one and
three meter) in the MAC.
I'd also like to qualify for
the zones in the one-meter, "Koester said
BG never had any trouble with Western as they
started the meet with a win
in the 400-yard medley relay and never looked back.
"We swam well up there"Zwierlein said. "Our
kids were ready for them

(WMU)."
Senior Matt Lenhart lead
the tankers by capturing
the 100 and 200-freestyle.
Freshmen Les and Peter
Szekely, and Chris Birnbrich each contributed
with individual victories in
the 200-individual medley,
200-breasstroke, and the
SOO-freestvle, respectively.
Oakland proved to be too
much for BG, last Saturday, as Koester, Lenhart
and Tom Herringer were

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included «gas heat 'laundry
facilities "drapes 'carpet • party & game
room • swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

guide to
housing
this
Friday

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished$200-unfurnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom
Hum Spi «duM sWi Km

£

"B,

11 AM — 4 PM

EVERYDAY

$1.50

SPECIAL

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

beaten in men's basketball.
Balance has been the
trademark of the conference in the last several
years, and this season is no
exception. Three teams en-

Jan. 21-23, 1983

THE STUDENT DEVElfl^MENT

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

PROGRAM WILL BE CONDUCTING A

Alpha Delta Pi AMI
Alpha Gamma Delta ATA
Alpha Xi Delta AHA
Delta Zeta AZ
Kappa Delta KA

FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP
■■

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

ARE NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
SUMMER AND FALL. WE WILL START
RENTING APARTMENTS AFTER FEB. 1st.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available.

OFFICE HOURS:
MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sat. or EVENINGS by Appointment

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FOR GENERAL FEE
ALLOCATIONS

The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocation is now distriubting the Budget Request
Forms to those student organizations seeking General Fee Funds for 1983-84. This form is
available in Room 305, Student Services Building. The forms must be completed and returned
to Room 305, Student Services, by Friday, February 18, 1983

Preferred Properties Co.

WANTED: DANCERS
AND ACTORS
)^ lb form a players

MCATDATLSAT
8RE • ORE PSYCH • ORE BIO • GMAT
PCAT.OCAT-VAT-HAT
SSAT • PUT • SAT • MHEVBMBITS • ACT
TOEFL-MSKP-NATl MED BOARDS -VQE
ECFM6 • REX • MAT! DOTAL BOARDS

(pkaWX

3550 Secor Moao
Suite 201
Toledo, Ohio

since IM
CaamlaalaJvWCitin
fctrtt met mllinm. Cm*

Call 536-3701

Fo. InlomwUon About Other Onun In Mom Than 106 Major US CWOT a Abroad

OUTSIDE N.Y. 8TATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

SUNDAY tkr- THURSDAY
With the Purchase off
Either A Beverage or
Order off French Fries.
NO COUPON NEEDED

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

I

PREPARE FOR

TIST ■nEPAMATION

99«
SANDWICH
SALE
EVERT

STANLEY H.KAPLAN 1

SOCIALISTS

Publisher
P.O. 80x2629 Dept 6.
Detroit, Ml 48231
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

Visit byCutirbiStiFif
Yisntlf WIY Nt M*fct Tfct MHtrwct

_

.feodj

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

Flexible Program* and Hour*
pen seven days for your convenience.

Senior forward Dave
Zeigler leads KSU and is
fourth in the MAC in scoring with an average of 19.3
points per game. Greg
Cudworth is next at 11.2
ppg., followed by Larry
Robbins with a 10.8 average per contest.

Downtown Detroit reference book
publisher is seeking editorial
candidates to do research and
writing lor our books. Required is a
Bachelor's Degree in English with
training and interest in
contemporary literature. Also
required are proolreading skills
and typing skills ol 35 wpm. Salary
starts at $800/ mo with periodic
increases and a comprehensive
benetit program. Please send
resume, transcripts (if available)
d ung with literary nonreturnable
college paper(not poetry or short
Story) to:

WINTHROP TERRACE

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

The Golden Flashes are
one of the most unproved
teams in the MAC. They
bring an 8-5 overall and a 22 conference record into
the game.
In MAC play, KSU has
beaten Western Michigan
(83-50) and Central Michigan (80-67), and lost to
Miami (60-54) and Ohio
(6M3).

EDITOR

APARTMENTS

These chapters will be rushing in Spring Semester.
Please contact them directly.
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

^fe*fiey-H.
KAPLAN

back in the water since
Florida." Zwierlein said
Besides victories from
Koester, Lenhart, and Herringer, against Wayne
State, BG also won the 400medley and freestyle relays.
Winning the medley
were P. Szekely, L. Szekely, Herringer, and Dave
Pershing. Lenhart, Mike
Ross, Ed McCoy, and Jeff
Layne ended the day by
taking the freestyle relay.

ASSISTANT

22642

Delta Sigma Theta AST
Zeta Phi Beta Z$B

CPA • SPEB) READMG

Last year, the Falcons
edged the Golden Flashes,
75-72, at Anderson Arena,
but were upset at Kent, 6764. In games at Anderson

For more mlo. coll Manny Vadillo

These chapters will rush Monday, Jan. 31 thru Friday
Feb. 11, 1983. Interested ladies should contact those chapters
they are interested in directly.
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.

games later, BG and Ohio
had their first losses and
Central Michigan went
down twice.
The result is a three-way
tie for first with Bowline
Green, OU and Miami all
at 3-1. Four others are at 22 and the remaining three
are 1-3.
BG, 8-5 overall, leads the
all-time series with KSU.
56-28, having won nine of
the last 10 and 17 out of the
last 19 meetings.

K*»

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH

Kappa Kappa Gamma Rush KKX

the only swimmers for the
men who took individual
victories.
Koester won both one
and three-meter diving
events and Lenhart captured the 200-freestyle.
Herringer, who is recovering from bronchitis, won
the 200-breastroke.
Zwierlein said he was
pleased with Herringer's
performance
"Tom swam real well.
Thursday was his first day

Look for Falcon cagers ready for Golden Flash invasion
Arena, KSU is Just 3-18,
tered the second week of
Arena tonight at 8:00 P.M. standings.
The Bowling Green men's
your
having not won there in 11
To no surprise, the MAC the seam with unblebasketball team will host
booing to stay atop the
years.
Kent State in Anderson
Mid-American Conference is devoid of a league un- mished M) marks, but two

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

FmsiatinHsChwrwod

petition was fourteen
points above the needed
310 in order to qualify.
"That is the best I've
seen him (Koester) dive
this season," bead coach
Ron Zwierlein said. "He
has yet to put together a
solid six dives but when be
does no one in the conference is going to touch
him."
Koester also agreed that
this is only a beginning .

group to perform
at WBGU-TV
Four dancers (two of whom will
double as actors) and four actors are needed to participate in a special fourpart television series involving production numbers and original dramatic/
comedy material

Auditions
January 19, 20, 21
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Studio of WBGU-TV .
Troup Avenue
Actors may bring their own material or the producer will have some available.
Dancers may bring recorded music.
For additional information, contact Luis Chaluisan, WBGU-TV, 372-0121

835 High St. - Rental Office

Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa

Phone 352-9378
9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Blrchwood Place • 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark • 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle between 6th & 7th St.
Feature*:
2 bedroom • carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space

mbefli
Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to Health
Spa. A new facility which has been built In 1961 &
features the following: Hydro Spa Whirlpool <, Indoor Heated Pool A Metos Sauna a Sun Lamps a
Shower Massage -a Complete Exercise Facilities
and Equipment.
Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished i Unfurnished
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BG gymnasts defeat Kent State

The Falcons' Dawn Boyle was
fourth all-around (33.45), Jill
Slomsky, fifth (33.3), and Julie
Bender, sixth (33.1).
KSU's Dawn Roberts and Kathy
Collett, both only freshman, took second and third all-around with scores
of 34.35 and 34.2, respectively.
Roberts and Collett were perfect
examples of the strength of KSU.
"Kent State has a mystique about
them," BG coach Charles Simpson
said. "They're always ready to compete. The first two events, KSU was

Women swimmers split in
action against WMG and OG

The Bowling Green women's gymnastics team took four of the top six
all-around performances to edge Kent
State, 168.8 to 166.5. last Saturday, in a
home meet at Eppler Gym.
After the meet. Falcon freshman
Shelley Staley said she was pleased
with the team's victory over KSU, but
unaware of her individual standings
in each event. As it turned out, Staley
performed well enough to finish first
all-around with a score of 34.75.

BO News Photos/Patrick Sandor
Kent State gymnast Dawn Roberts performs on the balance beam as anxious
spectators at Eppler Gym watch during BG's meet last weekend against the Golden
Flashes.

Trip to DeKalb ruins a whole weekend
DeKALB, 111. - It was one of
those days when I just knew it
was going to be one of those days.
It was a road trip that one could
not get psyched up for - no way. I
could think of a hundred different
ways that I would have wanted to
spend a Saturday.
Nevertheless, last Saturday's
trip to DeKalb, 111., for the Bowline
Green-Northem Illinois basketball
game was something I had to do - it
was my job.
Arrangements were made, and I
was secured a ride with WKIQ
radio. I was to meet Glen Cerny of
WKIQ at the station at 6:30 A.M.
The fact that I didn't have to drive
myself made the trip a little bit
easier to take. Yet, driving in the
back of a Mercury Monarch for six
hours straight was trying - to say
the least.
What made it worse was that one
of my friends had a three-kegger
the night before. Being the devoted
friend that I am (not that the beer
bad anything to do with It) I
stopped by the party. I honestly
was going to leave around
midnight. But one thing led to

another and I couldn't leave with
beer in my glass - which my
friends made sure was always
present - and it was 2 A.M. before I
knew it.
I WENT home and got my quota
of three hours of sleep. When I

SIDELINE
by Keith Walther
Sports Editor

woke up I still felt the effects of the
previous night's escapades, I went
out into the dawn to start my car.
To start my car.. .to start my car
... It wouldn't turn over. Cerny
called, picked me up, and we were
on our way.
BG's assistant Sports
Information Director. Steve Shutt,
was riding with us, along with a
friend of Cerny's - who we will call
Jake.
Throughout that morning I
suffered from acute Cottonus of the
Mouthus and fuzzy vision. I had
remembered to bring my pillow

Q .Q

Subject to Applicable

,s ,ot

and slept most of the trip. While
dozing off. visions of cans of DOP
and juice danced through my head
- sure-fire cures for my desert-dry
mouth.
Finally, we stopped. I still
wonder if Cerny and the rest
noticed anything strange in my
behavior as I downed two glasses
of apple juice and a can of pop
before returning to the car. I felt
refreshed and began to fee' myself
return to normality.
Upon arrival to DeKalb, the four
of us stopped and ate at a local pub
called Sergeant Pepper's. There I
happily consumed a ham-andcheese sandwich and three glasses
of water. I was again human and
looked forward to covering a good
game of basketball.
THE GAME itself pushed be
back into a state of apprehension.
It was not an exciting game and BG
lost to top it off. And all I could
think about, as I went through the
routine of post-game interviews,
was the long drive back home.
That drive turned out to be
longer than anyone could have
anticipated.

sky high. It took us awhile to get
warmed up."
BUT ONCE the Falcons were
warmed up, they were on a roll.
The first event of the meet, the
vault, ended in a three-way tie for
first (8.85 score), shared by BG's
Bender and KSU gymnasts Kris Malis
and Roberta. Staley was fifth with an
8.65.
In the next event, the uneven bars,
Collett edged Staley, 8.85 to 8.75, to
take first place. The Falcons'
Slomsky was third, and Boyle tied for
fourth with KSU's Roberta.

was taken by Roberta.
The final event was won by Collett
with a 9.0 score. Collett put on an
exceptional performance in the floor
exercise.
"I was really tired after the exercise." Collett said, "But I thought I
performed well."
Collett edged teammate Roberta,
who took second with an 8.8 score. The
Falcons' Staley and Boyle tied for
third with 8.7 scores and BG's Laurie
Garee was fifth.
The win for the Falcons marks the
first time ever BG has defeated Kent
State at home in a dual meet. BG
The Falcons dominated the scoring improved its record to 4-1 overall, 4-0
in the balance beam, which changed in the Mid-American Conference, to
the momentum of the meet in BG's uphold its first place position in the
favor. Staley turned in a fine perfor- MAC. KSU drops to 1-2 in the MAC.
The Falcon gymnastics team travmance for first place with an 8.65;
second was BG team captain Katie els to Memorial Hall in Lexington,
Greaser; third place went to Bender; Ky., for a 1 p.m. meet with the Uniand fourth to Slomsky. Fifth place versty of Kentucky, this Saturday.

by Randy Davldaon
sports reporter

With Jake at the helm, we
entered blustery Valpraiso, Ind. It
was there that Jake said he knew of
a good restaurant and lounge
where we could stop, eat, and
water down.
What Jake didn't know was the
exact way to get there. Jake was
that way. A likeable man in the
trucking business, Jake had a
shortcut for every destination. As
Jake put it, "I know this is a
shortcut. Hell, all roads lead to
Toledo."
As it turned out, Jake's shortcuts
and stops for six-packs kept us on
the road 'til 2:30 A.M. But - after
three sixes of Coors and numerous
"scenic routes" - we finally made
it home.
Later, I tried to justify the need
for such a trip. Why is Northern
Illinois in the Mid-American
Conference anyway? Better still,
why does Northern Illinois have to
be so far away?!
Regardless, I am already
dreading the date October 22 - that
is when the Falcon football team
travels to DeKalb next fall. Maybe
I'll give the assignment to someone
else . . .

by Steven Qulnn
Sports Reporter

It was a weekend of triumph and
tragedy for the Bowling Green women's swim team.
The women traveled to Kalamazoo,
last Friday, to defeat Western Michigan, 93-48, but returned home Saturday to lose a heartbreaker to Oakland
University (Mich.), 75-72.
It looked as though it was going to
be O.U. all the way as the Pioneers
took the first six events before the
Falcons' Terry Alexander won the
100-yard butterfly.
Head Coach Ron Zwierlein said that
he didn't expect Oakland to be that
strong.
"Oakland just got off to a roll,"
Zwierlein said. "They took our kids by
surprise because we beat them handily last year."
Senior diver Marcia Scodova got
B.G. back on track by winning the
one-meter diving event. Scodova is
coming off a knee injury which she
aquired in a car accident and was
forced to sit out the first half of the
season.
Freshman Beth Ricketta, and junior Donna Homberger continued the
women's rally by capturing the 100freestyle and the 100-backstroke, respectively.
Alexander and Scodova each won
their second event for the day to bring
the meet down to the final two events.
Alexander won the 50-butterfly while
Scodova won the three-meter diving.

BG NEEDED at least a second
place in the 200-indi vidual medley and
a f irst in the 200-freestyle relay to win
the meet- but fell short with a third in
the 200-I.M. and a first in the freestyle
relay. Ricketta, Alexander, Amy
Kindy, and Kim Long won the relay.
Zwierlein said ihathe was still very
proud of his girls.
"Our kids really fought back. It was
one of closest meets I've coached in
years but it still goes down in the
record books as a loss," Zwierlein
said.

The women, however, had no trouble with WMU as Zwierlein relied on
some of his younger swimmers to win.
"I knew our second and third string
kids could do the job," said Zwierlein.
Homberger and Freshman Susy
Walters, Christy Newlon, and Debbie
Beuschlen opened the meet by winning the 200-medley and the tankers
went on to win the next seven events.
Homberger and Walters also won two
individual events. Homber ger won
the 50 and 100-backstroke while Walters took the 50 and the 100-breastroke.
Ricketta and Jeanne Martinek were
also double winners. Ricketta handled
the 100 and 200 freestyle very easily as
Martinek showed little difficulty in
the 200-I.M. and the 100-butterfly.
BG records currently stand at 2-0 in
the Mid-American Conference and 5-2
overall as they travel to Notre Dame
and Northwestern this weekend.
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Deadline lor oil luting* M 2 day. belor. publication ol 4:00 pm Friday ol
4 p m. it the deadline lor the Tuetday edition.
Will.
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Desenahons. Thesis.

Pipers, elc Col 3520635

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
J4n IB. IB83
S.O.S.U. Seles Ckib 7:30 pm
Tnuredsy. Jon 20. Ceprtsl Room ol
Union. Al vnerested persons ore
welcomo lo attend
■ecouetbell Club UpcoMng Erenli
Mowing: Wed. Jon 28 .1 1:00 p m
•n 111 South Moll O.U. moot on the
It* end tho leddert It—it on Iho
27th

LOST AND FOUND
Pesrt snO Gold BrsceM tool Jin 13
b/w comor ol Wooster'Menvae lo
Men SI. Bar Plmi ol 2-1822
Reword ottered1!
FOUND P4»r ol gHSMS 41 101 BA
BMg Col 382-4848

SERVICES OFFERED
Wo buy junk core tor junfc price Free
lowing Cal slier 4pm 685-2687 or
655-2518

Jon— Income Tax Service
S16-1040A. He Stole 8 Local
833 1040. A«B aoi 1 credits mc
Stale A Local.
MO-Farms. mc Stale fi Local
Pn 352 1438 or 354-1807
Hrs. 7 am-9 pm
7 days a week
Located al Best Western 1480 E
Wooater. Olc <16
Mufflers ostaled-low aa $19 95
We'l meet or beat any written estimate Don't pay more)1) Cal 3841278 lor FREE estlmaiei BG Muffler
Center 11085 Bowing Green Rd

OBMPU* m COteWO
POST NEW YEAR'S EVE CELEBRATION WITH BOMS t WFAL.
FREE ADMISSION WITH SO ID.
Witt JAM. ItTH

HEALTH CARE CLUB MEETING
Wed Jan 19, 8:00 p.m.
200 Mosetsy Hal
7?? Cel 382-7281

ALL SWIM SUITS SDH OFF
ALL SHOES 20% OFF
LAKE EWE SPORTS
THE WASH HOUSE
250 N MAM. OPEN 24 HRS DAILY

PERSONAL
ALL SWIM SUITS 10% OFF
ALL SHOES 20% OFF
LAKE ERIE SPORTS

POST NEW YEAR'S EVE CELEBRATION WITH BORIS 1 WFAL.
FREE ADMISSION WITH BG 10.
WED. JAN. HTH.
ECC4NOMICAL KIRK'S COIN LAUN
DRY 709 S MAW.
FREE INCENSEI For your tree sample supply A catalog rush a eetfaddrosees stamped long envelope
lo Oesla Incense Co. Bon 4305BG.
Ksnsaa City, KS Ml04

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
comes lo BGSU* Visit info
table m University Hsl today trom
11 30-1 00.

ALL SWIM SUITS 10% OFF
ALL SHOES 20% OFF
LAKE ERIE SPORTS
St op-Am, has |UII turned 19 today. 8he can't go out and play
'onighi though, because she has
early classes tomorrow. Why don't
you cell and cheer her up. 2-5626.
Howey Pebbles.

1 f. RMTE. NEEDED. NICE AFT.
GREAT LANDLORD. RENT NfO- PH.
SANOEE AT IsHOOr.

Ski boots lor sale Keettnoer XL
» SUe 11 Cel MM all'-6216

F rmte. Pay etec. only. S124/mo.
Campus Manor 352-1966

74 Mustang Hatchback, sir oond
new battery, new mumer. 22-24
MPO Cal 362-9346 after 4:00.

1 student needed tor 6 bdrm. house
Spring Semester 319 Ptw SI. 1-

Take cosege courses al home. In
comfort in your tree time BGSU
Telecourses now being ottered
Spring Semester Soc 101-Prtnc. ol
Soc . POLS 201-Amer Govt Cel
Continuing Ed -372-0181. ask lor
BGSU Telecoutsea
Freeh Doughnuts Delivered
Every Morning
The Getaway 152-4112

ATTENTION: STUDENTS OF BOSUI
THE MISS BGSU SCHOLARSHIP
PAGEANT IS COMING SOON I

Hey Tweet-Tweet Women. Hope
your day goes great on your birthday
and the year that lorows is even
better Don't get m lo much trouble
today and slay out ol the way ol
meteors Love Joe

NEXT-TO—NEW SHOP
Clothing & housewares priced low
Open Tues IO-4pm a Frl. 1-7pm
Si Aloysius School 2nd Itoor

Auditions lor BGSU Theatre
Production ol Mockingbird
Jan. 24-21, 7pm, Joe E. Brown.
Cell 172-2222 tot more Into.

267 3341

Chevy 1970. good condMon. rune
good, beet otter Cal 382-2836

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

kileresled n helping others whie
studying or watching TV?
Escorts are needed
DISPATCHERS
WALKERS
DRIVERS
CONTACT ESCORT SERVICE M the
Commuter Center 20360

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Futy lurn carpeted 2 bdrm apt
heal, water, cable TV Inctud Now
renting for summer ft lei 1983.
S540/Semeeler/Sruoent lor 4 peteons. Lower summer rales Cal Rich
Harria 362-7162.

WANTED

Part time retal sales In Toledo Contsct Co-op Office 372-2451

FMLE ROOMMATE NEEDED
$90 MO GAS HEAT. GAS STOVE
ONLY PAY ELEC 352-3995

Northwest Ohio CPA Firm. Musi be •
lunlor motoring si Accounting with a
3 5 or above GPA Contact Coop
Offlce 372-2481.

Progressive POP-rock-tunk bend
seeks creative, open-minded and
talented musicians'songv.rilers For
lurtner mlo cel Louse 372-6238

Had to leave school' Need a roommate lor Spring Sem Grat Apt. New
turn A carpel Free cable 1 MTV1
Very low rent 8 uM Gas paid already
lor whole Sem '.Nice, dean roommates (only 2')) Close to campus, yel
close lo uptown' Cel Cindy or Angle
352 7490

ANSWfl TO PREVIOUS rlsSLE
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F. 4 M. students needed to fl acts
and houses now 362-7366.
Catty BenteJe-BFC one toe houses
and Apt 83 84 school year and
summer rentals. Al near campus

352-7365
Sngto room tor M. student across
trom Rogers avasebio now. 362-

7366.
Houses end sots Close lo campus
lor the 1083-84 school year 1-2673341.

IMI.ll 111

111.11 III

1.1111111

If you really appreciate that warm pizza delivered to your doorstep

HOUSE FOR SALEHsndy to BGSU.
churches, reelaurants a stopping
1104 E Wooetar SI * a nice 3
bdrm. home, new carpeting, ful
basement. garage--e grand starter
home) Cel Martyn McKeever. 352
5508
NEWIOVE REALTY. HC
352-5161

F RMTE NEEDED IMMED FUR
NISHED APT . OWN ROOM REA
SONABLERATE CALL 354-1893

Nice 1 bdrm apt. Osmtstar lease
Low usj. expense Waking rtamiLl
lo campus S196 plus deposit Cal
Toledo 1-382-3110 Oetore 8 pm

Now Renting 1 bdrm F.-U sots: 2
bdrm. F., gas heat, tenent pays alec .
laundry lad aval Al residents
granted prrvtedge ol a memoersrwj lo
Die CHEFflYWOOO HEALTH SPA
Pteletted Properties Co 836 High
SI Rent* Otltce 352-9378.

-TIP YOUR PIZZA DRIVER!

FOR SALE

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

ATTENTION MUSIC MAJORS:
Bundy Saxophone for sale Exceeent
condition Cal Akeon 354-1938

8 p.m. Side Door

Ml

TONIGHT
A Way to Experience Involvement!

Looking for the Spanish Cluster?
It can be found In Madrid, Spain! i
Dates: May 11 to July 12
Credits given for Spanish 101 • 102 - 21^1 - 202
\ The best way to learn the language and the
culture is to be there!
For information contact: Dr. Mercedes Junquera
Romance'languages
245 Shatzel
372-0053
353-1643
$1456.00 for 14 credits. \ f
Also, partial credit given

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
AT #MAIN ST.

Eight student organizations each select one student member to
the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students
interested in being considered for selection to ACGFA may contact
! on of the organizations listed below. The selection process will be
completed by Monday, February 7, 1983.

BGSCTS 1 Party Spot!
iWhere the"Specials"Never Stop!]

African Peoples Association

Latin Student Union

Hack Student Union

Resident Student Association

Commuter Off-Cimpiis Organization

Third World Graduale Avsocialion

Interfratemity Council

Women for Wonaea

e3JC *fZ JfZ e*JC e*^ e^» s<^C .^^ e^*» e^S «^S «^ <^% ^fr s^*i ^S »^% "^S «^> <^% -^R «^X •

1983

POST NEW YEAR'S
CELEBRATION

WEEKEND
Jan. 22-23
Al AJpiie and Brightori Micrigan

WITH

-

»'■•■■

;•-!...»>

M

S,NGLE LOAD WASH
ii!M
gt ^M
w/Coupon 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
HPlrAa.W

lpor visit

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Chaosecakw Bagels!
o

JACK'S
BAKERY

* * * *

Boy One Cream Cheese
Cupcake & Get One Free!
LIVE

.■- AUDITIONS
■

1441 E. Wooster St.
Behind Findn°< East
Hours M-F 8-10 Sal A Sun. 1 in
Present IMS coupon

354 1001

EspYee January 22, 1983
Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Babels

I

ACROSS
1 Swallow eagerly
5 Painters'cult,
1916-22
9 Famous llnksman
Sam
14 Indigo
15 Toe the line
16 "
Rookh."
Thomas Moore
poem
17 Earthly outpouring
18 Higher than, In
Hesse
19 Citified
20 Cocker's cousin
22 Mother ol giants?
23 Hard to please
24 Long tale
25 Dayofrest:Abbr.
26 Elastic
30 Lost-and-founds
33 Major artery
35 Functions
36 Auctioneer's cry
38 Succumb
40 Often priceless
41 Birmingham product
43 Criminal
45
favor
(pleaae), In Spain
46 Big news In 1482
48 "Johnny
"

Must sign up

TODAY

*
*

FREE ADMISSION WITH BGSU I.D.
CONTINUOUS TRANSORTATION FROM UNION 9:PM til 2:AM

.-•

TFICHN»CIAN*

*
*

ROCK-N-ROLL WITH BORIS

i THE WASH HOUSE I
■nMI 250 N. Main

$75.00 /person

\

%

(four in a room)
Price includes:

BOJANGLES
AND WFAL

oERFOHNVt^,

^ifi£^ a

*

%

Transportation
Breakfast 8 Dinner
Lift Ticket
Two Lessons
Equipment

Down Hill
or
Cross Country

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
^## ************* *************
Next tip learn Jan 29 ( 30 M Ike 2-2343

50
51
54
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
66
66
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8
10
11
12
13
21
22
24

Whine
Hurts
Trails of beasts
Parisian toppers
Black-and-blue
California's
Senator Cranston
Throaty sound
Pointless
Kind of brandy
Pop
Furs
Nickname for a
big race
Drivers' needs
DOWN
Doiis, in a way
Not suitable
French book
Pigtails
Soldier of 1817
Westminster
Hunter's quarry
Port In 8W
Scotland
Aaron or Ruth
Uncle Remus, for
one
Hamburg's river
"Woe Is me!"
Rather and others
Org. of colleges
Stroke's need
Small booth

26 Bucephalus, for
one
27 Show approval
28 Protagonist
29 River into the
North Sea
30 21 Down, for
example
31 Show fondness
32 Seattle
,
Triple Crown
winner
34 Ransack
37 Temperature at
which moisture forms
38 State of trees In
winter
42 Site of famous
shrine
44 Tide
47 Monogram of
"Kidnapped"
author
48 Confront
51 Fragment
52 Western lake
resort
53 Soft leather
54 Ship's berth
55 Languish
56 Elliptical
57 Highlands group
58 December lime
60 "Where
?"
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